We consider extensions of first order logic (FO) and least fixed point logic (LFP) with generalized quantifiers in the sense of Lindström [Lin66] . We show that adding a finite set of such quantifiers to LFP fails to capture all polynomial time properties of structures, even over a fixed signature. We show that this strengthens results in [Hel92] and [KV92a]. We also consider certain regular infinite sets of Lindström quantifiers, which correspond to a natural notion of logical reducibility. We show that if there is any recursively enumerable set of quantifiers that can be added to FO (or LFP) to capture P, then there is one with strong uniformity conditions. This is established through a general result, linking the existence of complete problems for complexity classes with respect to the first order translations of [Imm87] or the elementary reductions of [LG77] with the existence of recursive index sets for these classes.
Introduction
Computational complexity measures the complexity of a problem in terms of the resources, such as time, space, or hardware, required to solve the problem relative t o a given machine model of computation. In contrast, descriptive complexity analyzes the complexity of a problem in terms of the logical resources, such as number of variables, kinds of quantifier, or length of formula (even through infinitary formulas), required t o define the problem. An interesting outcome of investigations in descriptive complexity has been the discovery of a close connection between descriptive and computational complexity. Fagin [Fag741 showed that the classes of finite relational structures definable in existential second order logic are exactly those classes that are in the class NP. Immerman [Imm86] and Vardi [Var82] showed t,ha,t in the presence of a linear order on the domain of every structure, the classes of finite structures in P are exactly those that are definable in the extension of first-order logic with a least-fixed-point operation (LFP). Similar results have been obtained for a variety of other complexity classes (see, for instance, [Imm89] ).
However, for every complexity class below NP, the known characterizations of the class in descriptive terms rely on the presence of a linear order on the domains of the structures.
For instance, there is no known logical characterization of the collection of classes of finite structures that are recognizable in polynomial time. Indeed, it is an open question whether this collection has a recursively enumerable index set. Since it is known that relational structures over an arbitrary signature can be encoded as graphs (by an encoding that is first-order definable, see, for instance, [Lin87] ), this question is equivalent to asking if there is a recursive enumeration of the polynomial time recognizable properties of graphs.
The logic LFP proves too weak to express all the polynomial time recognizable properties of finite structures that are not necessarily ordered. One approach t o increasing the expressive power of this logic is to add to the language generalized quantifiers, in the sense of 1,indstrom [Lin66] . Associated with each quantifier is its arity n. Recently, Hella [He1921 has shown that for any set Q of generalized quantifiers whose arities are bounded by n, t,here is a polynomial time recognizable class of finite structures C, that is not expressible in LFP(Q) -the extension of LFP with all the quantifiers in the set Q. One important consequence of this result is that there is no finite set of generalized quantifiers that can be added to LFP to yield a logic that captures P. The class C , constructed by Hella is in a signature that contains a relation of arity n + 1. If we confine ourselves t o structures over a fixed signature, such as the language of graphs, the result vanishes. Indeed, there is a collection Q of binary quantifiers such that LFP(Q) expresses all the polynomial time properties of graphs. This leaves open the question of whether there is a finite set with this property.
In one of the results in this paper, we provide a negative answer t o this last question. In Section 3, we show that for any fixed signature a and any finite collection Q of generalized quantifiers, there is a polynon~ial time recognizable set of finite structures (or even a logspace recognizable set) over a that is not expressible in LW,,(Q). The logic LW,,, infinitary logic with a bounded number of variables, is a powerful extension of LFP. This result is proved by showing that the properties of complete graphs (or, more generally, of complete structures over any signature) that are expressible in L",(Q) are eventually finitely many.
This also strengthens a result in [KV92a] . .
In Section 4 we define certain kinds of infinite sets of generalized quantifiers of unbounded arity, with a strong uniformity condition. These uniform sequences of generalized quantifiers correspond to a natural notion of logical reducibility. We establish that there is such a uniform sequence Q such that LFP (or FO) enriched with the quantifiers in Q expresses all the properties of structures that are computable in polynomial time (or logarithmic space), if and only if, there is a property that is complete for P (respectively, L) with respect t o first order definable reductions. Moreover, this occurs, if and only if, the properties in P are recursively enumerable. We show, thus, that if there is any recursively enumerable set of generalized quantifiers which can be added to FO to capture exactly P, there is a uniform sequence with this property.
Background
A signature a = ( R 1 . . . R,) is a finite sequence of relation symbols, R;, each with an associated arity n;. A structure 31 = ( A , R? . . .RE) over signature a, consists of a universe,
A , and relations R "
Ant interpreting the relation syn~bols in a. Unless otherwise stated, we will assume that the universe of every structure considered is finite.
We will write FO, LFP, etc. both to denote logics (i.e., sets of formulas) and the collections of classes of finite structures that are expressible in the respective logics. By a class of structures, we mean a collection of structures that is closed under isomorphisms of the structures. We also use L to denote a logic, in general, whereby we mean an extension of first order logic that satisfies reasonable closure properties. It suffices, for instance, if L is a regular logic in the sense of [Ebb85].
Logics for Complexity Classes
We say that a logic L captures a complexity class C if every class of structures definable in L is in C, and vice versa. Fagin proved the following result:
T h e o r e m 1 ([Fag74]) Existential second order logic (Xi) captures NP.
Definition 1 A complexity class C is said to be recursively indexable, if there is a recursive set Z and a Turing machine M such that: on input i E Z, M produces the code for a machine M ( i ) ; the class of structures C accepted by M ( i ) is a class i n C and M ( i ) witnesses the membership of C i n C (i.e., M ( i ) runs within the complexity bounds defining C ; and for each class of structures C E C , there is an i E Z such that M ( i ) accepts C. Gurevich [Gur88] defines the notion of a complexity class having a logic that captures it.
This notion is essentially the same as the definition of a class being recursively indexable, given above. Recursive index sets for a complexity class may be generated by effective listings of formulas or machines. For instance, Theorem 1 provides an indexing of NP.
It is an open question whether any class below NP is recursively indexable. Thus, while thc classes of linearly ordered structures in P are known to be recursively enumerable (see Theorem 2 below), it is not known if the properties of graphs in P are.
We will need the following definition in Theorem 7 below. Definition 2 A complexity class C is defined by a machine model, some resource R (such as space or time) and a family of functions T . A problem is in C if it is recognized by a machine whose use of resource R on inputs of size n is bounded by t ( n ) for some function t E T . W e say that C is bounded just i n case there is a function s E T such that for every t E T , there is a k such that t ( n ) is eventually bounded by s ( n k ) .
We will also assume that the function s ( n ) in this definition is at least n (for sequential time) and logn (for space). The complexity classes L, NL, P, NP, PSPACE, etc. are all bounded, under this definition.
Least Fixed Point Logic
Let 4(R, X I , . . . , x k ) be a first-order formula. On a structure I# #I defines the operator, iDa (R') = {(al,. . . a k ) I (31, R' ) d[al,. . . , ak]). If 4 is an R-positive formula, @a is monotone. We may view 4 as determining an induction on I I the stages of which are defined as follows: 4; = 0; q6g+1 = Qa(4g). The closure ordinal of on 3 , denoted I1411a, is the least m such that 4;; = 4g+'. The mth stage of the induction determined by 4 can be uniformly defined over all structures by a first-order formula which we denote by $m.
The set inductively defined by 4 on I#, denoted d g , is the least fixed point of the operator @ a , that is, 42 = dg, where m = I1411a. Immerman [Imm86] and Vardi [Var82] independently showed that when we include a total ordering on the domain as part of the logical vocabulary, the language LFP expresses exactly the class of polynomial time computable properties.
T h e o r e m 2 ([Imm86], [Var82] ) LFP with ordering = P.
Element Types
Let Lk be the fragment of first-order logic which consists of those formulas whose variables, both free and bound, are among XI,. . . , xk. Let LL, be the closure of Lk under the operations of conjunction and disjunction applied to arbitrary (finite or infinite) sets of formulas. We will also need the following definition:
Definition 5 Given a structure 21 and a tuple of elements ii from a, the basic equality type of (31, ii) is the (unique up to equivalence) quantifier free formula $, with no non-logical vocabulary, such that 31 (= $[a] and for every quantifier free formula $, with no non-logical vocabulary, exactly one of 4 i = + or 4 + holds. W e write ii 2 k b to denote that ii and tr are k-tuples of the same basic equality type.
Note that the number of distinct basic equality types of k-tuples in a structure of size k or greater depends only on k and not on the particular structure.
Generalized Quantifiers
Let C be any collection of structures over the signature a = (R1 . . . R,) ( 4. The Rescher (or majority) quantifier is given by the class C = {(A, S1, Sz) I S1, S2 C A and IS11 2 IS2I).
The unary counting quantifiers are those associated with the classes C;
For a quantifier Q associated with a class of structures over the signature (R1 . . . R,), define the arity of Q to be max(nl,. . . , n,), where n; is the arity of R;. Hella Note that in Theorem 4, the signature a depends on Q . In particular, a must contain a relation symbol of arity greater than the bound on the arities of the quantifiers in Q. If we only consider classes of structures over a fixed signature, Theorem 4 fails. Consider, for instance, graphs, i.e., structures over the signature with one binary relation. If we add to LFP a quantifier for each polynomial time property of graphs, each of these properties is then trivially definable. Moreover, all the quantifiers have arity 2.
While Theorem 4 fails when we fix the signature, it is still possible t o establish Corollary 1 about finite sets of generalized quantifiers. This is what we show in the next section.
In what follows, we will generally not distinguish between a generalized quantifier and the class of structures with which it is associated, where this will not result in any confusion.
Finitely Many Quantifiers
In this section, we establish our first main result, i.e., for every signature a, and any finite collection of generalized quantifiers Q there is a polynomial time recognizable property of structures over signature a that is not expressible in LW,,(Q). We begin by showing that it suffices to consider the case where Q consists of a single quantifier and that quantifier is associated with a class of structures C over a signature with just one relation R. to the signature a. It is easily verified that L(Qi,. . . , QL) expresses the same properties as L ( Q ) .
Let k be a natural number such that the number of basic equality types of k-tuples (in a structure of size at least k) is greater than logz n . Let 41,. . . ,4, be an enumeration of these basic equality types, and let g be a fixed one-to-one map g : {I,. .. , n ) -t P({+l,. . . , + r ) ) . This map is used to encode the indices of the quantifiers as subsets of {41,. . . ,+,I. 2. r = g(i) for some i; and 3. the reduct of !2l t o the signature a is in Q;.
We are now in a position to translate any formula of L ( Q ) into an equivalent formula of L(Q). We proceed by induction on the structure of the formula. Only one case is of interest: consider the formula Qi5(Jb1, . . . , $,). First, observe that there can be only finitely many structures of size less than k in Q;. We can therefore write a first order formula o which says "there are fewer than k elements in the universe A, and the structure (A, $f, . . . , $f) is in Q;." Secondly, let , B be the first order sentence that says "there are at least k elements in the universe." Then, the required translation is o v (,f3 A Q?t(VdE,(il 4, Jbi, . . . , $:)), where $$(I 5 j < r ) is the translation of $ j obtained by induction hypothesis.
Lemma 2 For any generalized quantifier Qc, there is a quantifier Qc, associated with a class, C', of structures over a signature with only one relation such that for any logic L, L(Qc) = L(Qc1).
Proof: If C is a class of structures over the signature (RI . . . R,) , let R be a relation symbol of arity nl + . . . + n,, where n; is the arity of R;. Let 
Fix a signature a, and let K:" be the class of complete structures over a , i.e.for every relation symbol R (of arity a ) in a and every structure 2L E Kc, R% = A", where A is the universe of 2L. We will write li,b for the unique (up to isomorphism) structure of size n in IC" (or just K, and K, when a is understood). This notion is a direct generalization of the notion of a complete graph. Note that the class K: is first-order definable.
Each isomorphism-closed sub-class, C, of K is determined by a set of natural numbers Thus to show that a sub-class of IC is not definable in LW,,(Q), we need only show that it is not in FO(Q).
Fix a generalized quantifier Q and let q50,. . . , +;, . . . be an enumeration of the sentences of FO(Q). For each i, let f; = {n I K , k 4;). The next result shows that there are eventually only finitely many distinct sets f;:
Theorem 5 For any finite collection, Q , of generalized quantifiers there is a finite collection, 90,. . . , qt w such that for every i, there is a j and an no such that for all n > no, n E fi if and only if n E qj.
Proof: As we have seen, we can assume, without loss of generality that Q consists of a single quantifier Q which is associated with a class of structures over a signature containing just one relation symbol, R. Let k be the arity of R. , 4,) )) such that S E G(n) if and only if the structure (A, R) corresponding t o the subset S of (41, . . . ,+,) is in Q. Let po, . . . , pt be an enumeration of subsets of P(P({&, . . . , 4m))), and let go, . . . , qt be the subsets of w such that n E q; if and only if G(n) E pi.
We now show that for any sentence q!J of FO(Q), the set f = {n ( K, k 4) is eventually equal to one of the q,. Let no be the number of distinct variables that appear in 4 and let nl and n2 be natural numbers such that nl, n2 > no. We first establish the following lemma: 
$[a] if and only if Kn2 + $[i]:
For the basis, if I+!J is a first order formula (i.e.it contains no occurrences of Q), this is established by a straightforward pebble game argument (using the fact that nl , n2 > no). If $ is of the form Qz($J') and the induction hypothesis holds of $ I , it follows that it holds for .Il , from the fact that G(nl) = G(n2).
For the inductive case of the other first order connectives, observe that the subformulas for which we have established the induction hypothesis can be replaced by formulas of the form Viel $j, where the #; are basic equality types. This does not change the interpretation of + on I i , , and I<,, , and it does not increase the total number of variables. We are therefore back in the basis case.
It follows immediately that K,, + #, if and only if, Kn2 + #.
It follows from the lemma that we can identify a set p; such that for all n > no, Kn /= #, if and only if, G(n) E pi. But, this is to say that n E f if and only if n E qj.
In the case where Q is empty, that is, we are just considering first order logic, the collection consists of just two sets, 0 and w . This is a restatement of the classic result that in the pure language of equality, first-order logic can only express finite or co-finite sets of finite structures. Theorem 5 can therefore be seen as a generalization of this result.
We can now prove the following: Theorem 6 For any signature a and any finite collection Q of generalized quantifiers, tlzere is a class C of finite structures of signature a that is recognizable in logarithmic space but is not expressible in L",(Q).
Proof:
By Lemma 3 { f, I i E w ) represents all subclasses of IC expressible in LW,,(Q). Let qo, . . . , qt be the sets derived from Q , as in Theorem 5. Since this collection is finite, there is a pj (indeed, infinitely many of them) that does not eventually coincide with any of the q j . Let C = {Kn I n E pi). C is clearly recognizable in log-space.
Indeed, Theorem 6 remains true if we replace L by any complexity class which does not eventually collapse to finitely many problems (and this includes all standard complexity classes). Theorems 5 and 6 also generalize a result in [KV92a] which showed that if Q is a finite collection of unary quantifiers, then LW,,(Q) is strictly weaker than LW,,(C), where C is the collection of all counting quantifiers (see Example 1). This follows from our results, because LW,,(C) can express every subset of IC.
We now establish some connections between results on generalized quantifiers and the notion of logical reducibilities. By logical reducibilities, we refer t o reductions between problems that are determined, not by resource-bounds on the computation of the reduction, but by the definability of the reduction in a logical language. The notion is derived from the idea of interpretations between theories (see, for instance, [End72]), and was used in [LG77] and [Imm87] . The following definitions are based on those in [Imm87] .
Definition 6 Let a and r be two signatures, where r = (R1,. . . , R,) and the arity of R; is n; (for 1 < i 5 r ) and let L be a logic. A n L-interpretation of r in a is a sequence, (nv, XI, . . . , n") of formulas of L i n the signature a , such that the free variables of TV are among X I , . . . , xk (for some k) and the free variables of n; (for each i) are among 21,. .. ,xk.,,. The width of the interpretation is k.
An interpretation of r in a, of width k, can be seen as a map, n, from structures over the signature a to structures over T . If O is structure over a, with universe A, In the following, we will use n both for the interpretation and for the map it defines when no confusion would result. Definition 7 Given C1 -a class of structures over a , C za class of structures over r , and K , an L-interpretation of r i n a , n is an L-m-reduction of C1 to C2 if and only if 21 E Cl e n(O) E C z . If such a n exists, we say that Cl is L-m-reducible to C2.
In the case where L is first order logic, the notion of an L-m-reduction is essentially the same as that of a first order translation in [Imm87] or an elementary reduction in [LG77] .
Definition 8 A n L-m-reduction, n, is a linear reduction if it has width 1.
The following straightforward lemma links the notion of linear reduction with generalized quantifiers:
Lemma 5 For any class of structures C (over a signature r = (R1, . . . , R,)), there is a generalized quantifier Q such that every class that is linearly L-m-reducible to C is expressed by a sentence of L ( Q ) .
Proof: Let C' be the class of structures over the signature (U, R1,. . . , R,) (where U is a unary relation) such that 2l ZL C' if and only if the substructure of generated by the set U' is in C. Then, if x = (nv, xl, . . . , x,) is a linear L-m-reduction from any class D to C, the sentence Q c~5 ( r v , T I , . . . , x,) expresses D.
With the aid of Lemma 5, the following is a direct corollary of Theorem 6: Corollary 2 There are no problems that are hard for L with respect to linear Lk,-mreductions.
The situation is different when we consider reductions that are not linear. Immerman shows in [Imm87] that there are problems that are complete for P (and for L) via FO-mreductions in the ordered case. That is, in these constructions, it is assumed that there is a linear order on the domain of every structure, and this order is available as a logical relation. LovBsz and GBcs [LG77] show that SAT is complete for NP via FO-m-reductions, with a weaker requirement on structures than a linear order. They also show that a number of other problems are NP-complete via FO-m-reductions when an ordering is present. We show below that there is a problem that is complete for N P via FO-m-reductions, without any requirements on the domain of the structures. We also establish that there are properties that are complete for P and L via FO-m-reductions, if and only if, these classes have recursively enumerable index sets. This is done by a general construction linking the existence of complete problems for a complexity class to the existence of a recursive indexing of that class.
To establish the link between generalized quantifiers and non-linear reductions, we need the following definition: 2. If Q k is the generalized quantifier associated with Ck, we say that the sequence of quantifiers {Qk I k E w ) is uniformly generated by C.
3.
A countable collection of quantifiers, Q, is a uniform sequence if there is a class of structures C , such that Q is uniformly generated by C .
The following definition is motivated by the view that generalized quantifiers perform a role with respect to formulas similar to that of oracles with respect to machines. This is further justified in Theorem 8 below.
Definition 10 A class of structures C1 is L-T-reducible t o a class C2
if Cl is expressible i n L(Q), where Q is the sequence of generalized quantifiers uniformly generated by C 2 .
The following lemma is a direct extension of Lemma 5.
We are now in a position to establish the following result: 3 + 1 We will construct a class of structures Q that is complete for graph problems in C via FO-m-reductions. Since, for any signature a, there is an isomorphism preserving first order translation from structures over a t o graphs (see, for instance, [Lin87] ), this suffices. It is easily verified that if there is an r.e. index set for a class C, there is a recursive index set.
Let Z be a recursive index set for C. Since C is bounded, there is a function t such that for each i E Z, there is an associated 1; such that the complexity of the class determined by i is bounded by t(nki). Also, since Z is a recursive set, there is a machine M and a recursive function g such that M accepts i E Z in time (and space) less than g(i). We verify that Q is in C. On input 31, conditions 1, 2 and 4 are easily checked (in logn space and linear time). Condition 3 is checked by running M on input i. If the machine exceeds resource bounds t ( ( A l ) , it is halted and the input is rejected, since it violates condition 6. Finally, we check condition 5, which by virtue of condition 4 and the definition of k; can be done in resource bound t([AJ).
Next, we verify that Q is complete for C. Let P i be the class in C determined by i and let k ' be a natural number such that there are at least i distinct basic equality types of kt-tuples. There are only finitely many structures in Pi of size at most max(kl,g(i)).
Since each finite structure is determined up to isomorphism by a first order sentence, we can write a first order formula that picks out exactly these structures and maps them to a selected structure in Q. For larger structures, we define the translation as follows: let k = max(kl, k;). A graph (V, E) is mapped t o (vk, V1, El, 5 , I), where V1 = { ( v . . .v) 1 v E V), El is the natural extension of E t o V', 5 is an arbitrary ordering of the basic equality types of k-tuples (this is first order definable, since there are only finitely many such types), and I picks out the ith type in this ordering. It is easily verified that all of these are first order definable.
Theorem 7 remains true even if we replace the notion of FO-m-reduction with the weaker notion of a projection translation as defined in [Imm87] .
Corollary 3 There is a class of structures that is complete for N P via FO-m-reductions.
Corollary 4 There is a recursively indexable collection of generalized quantifiers Q i n P (resp. L, NL) such that FO(Q) captures P (resp. L, NL), i f and only if, there is a uniform sequence of generalized quantifiers with this property.
We noted above that, intuitively, generalized quantifiers play a role similar to that of oracles. This can be made precise in the cases where a logic is known to correspond exactly to a natural complexity class. Thus, in particular, the following is a direct extension of the equivalences established in [Fag74, Imm86, Var821:
T h e o r e m 8 If A is a language encoding a class of structures C , and Q is the sequence of quantifiers uniformly generated by C , then: 1. N P~ = C:(Q); and 2. o n ordered structures PA = LFP(Q).
Conclusion
Hella [He1921 showed that there is no collection of generalized quantifiers Q of bounded arity such that LFP(Q) expresses every property in P. We have strengthened this result to show that even on structures over a fixed signature (such as the language of graphs), where there clearly is an infinite such collection Q, there is no finite one. It remains an open question whether, in such a case, there is a recursively enumerable set of generalized quantifiers Q such that LFP(Q) expresses exactly the properties in P. However, we established that if there is such a Q , there is one that satisfies strict uniformity conditions. This is shown by establishing a close connection between the existence of complete problems for a complexity class, the indexability of the class, and the existence of certain uniform sequences of generalized quantifiers.
